
Suffering With
Knee Pain?

What else is available to treat
knee pain?
After careful study and several trials the

FDA cleared new Teatment aimed at

helping those with knee pain. This new

treatment is a natural scientific answer

for all those who think that surgery,

dietary supplements, and medications

are the only option to eliminate knee

pain.

How does this treatment work?
Uses high tech medical equipment and

decades of experience to pinpoint

problem areas with extreme ac  curacy.

Viscosuppliment is then injected into the

knee and bonds with naturally occurring

joint fluid to create a lubricating and

cushioning layer. It also reduces pain,

inflammation, and swelling of the joint.

Most patients compare the treatment to

getting a flu shot and report little pain or

discomfort.

What is injected  into the knee?
Hyaluronic Acid (Hyalgan) is a natural

substance extracted from rooster combs

and purified to mimic the lubricating

sub stances that occur naturally in the

joint called synovial fluid. ln patients with

osteoartritis synovial fluid "dries up"

allow ing the cartilage of the joint to rub

against itself and other surfaces causing

pain, in flammation, and in most cases

damage to the joint. Think of this

treatment like oiling a squeaky door

hinge, once applied the squeaking stops

and the door moves more freely.

When will I feel results?
Most feel an immediate reduction in pain

and return to normal activities in weeks.

Offer valid for any individual seeking the relief of chronic joint and knee pain. lmaging,

physical examination, and other services necessary to determine candidacy may be

required. Not all individuals will qualify for Hyalgan InjectionTherapy. Call us Today!

Did you know that over 100 million

Americans suffer from knee and joint

pain? In fact, this pain accounts for 25%

of all visits to primary care physicians and

half of all anti-in flammatory drug

prescriptions.

Have you ever wondered how different

your life would be if you could get rid of

your knee pain? Where would you go?

What would you do? What would you

give for a day or a week or a lifetime of

pain free mobility?

How would you feel if there was a FDA

cleared treatment available locally that

could provide the relief you have been

searching for even if nothing else has

worked for you? Now what if I told you

this treatment required no surgery, was

virtually pain-free, and above all was

covered by most insurance carriers

including Medicare?

These are not rhetorical questions and

this treatment is not a dream. Modern

science may have finally cracked the

code to ending knee pain caused by

osteoarthritis once and for all.

lf you suffer from any degree of knee

pain I invite  you to regain control of your

life by taking advantage of our no cost to

you consultation offer where we can ex -

plore if this scientific discovery and medi -

cal breakthrough may be right for you.

If you are not yet ready to take the next

step in your recovery however we under -

stand. You may have seen many doctors

who have promised you miraculous

results yet after investing both your time

and hard eamed money here you are; still

suffering in pain unable to perforn basic

daily activities that where once simply an

afterthought.

But don't give up just yet, take the next

five minutes of your life and read this

entire article. What you discover may not

only surprise you but also offer a real

solution to your pain, one you have never

tried before, and one that won't cost you

much of your time or a penny of your

money. lf you finish reading this article

and you still have unanswered questions

feel free to take us up on our no-cost

consultation offer, you have nothing to

lose but your pain and a world of

freedom and mobility to gain!

Consider these facts before surgery:

Treatment

Covered by most
insurance plants
including Medicare

No Knows side
affects

Little to none

Imnediate

Surgery

Cost

Risk

pain

Recovery

Deductible,
Co-pay, Meds, time
off work, etc.
Complications, poor
outcomes, addiction
to pain medications
Can be severe and
last for months
Months/Years

Then You Need To Know About A New FDA Cleared Treatment That Is
Providing Lasting Relief Locally Without Surgery! And The Best Part Is 

lt's Covered By Most lnsurances lncluding Medicare!
What Is Osteoarthritis (OA)?
Osteoarthritis, also known as

degenerative joint disease, is the most

common type of arthritis. With

osteoarthritis, the surface layer of

cartilage breaks down and wears away.

This allows the bones under the cartilage

to rub together resulting in pain,

swelling, and loss of motion of the joint.

Although in some people it progresses

quickly, in most individuals joint damage

develops gradually over years.

Who has OA?
Osteoarthritis is most common in older

people. l However, younger people can

also develop the disease, typically as a

result of a joint injury, a joint malforma -

tion, or a genetic defect in the joint carti -

lage. lt is also more likely to occur in

people who are  overweight and those

with jobs that stress particular joints.

Considering Surgery?
People who suffer from knee pain typi -

cally try supplements or pain

medications before seeking help from a

doctor. When all else faiIs and the pain is

too much, some feel surgery is the only

option.

Will my insurance cover this
treatment?
Yes, most major insurances and

Medicare will pay for this treatment.

Who is a good candidate for this
treatment?
Do you wake up with knee pain? Does

your knee pain keep you from certain ac -

tivities? Have you been told you need a

knee replacement? Are you active and

sometimes suffer from sore knees? Do

you take medications for knee pain? Do

you have difficulty going up and down

stairs? Are you considering surgery to al -

leviate your knee pain? Have you tried

everything to get rid of your knee pain

without success?

lf you have answered yes to any of these

questions or if you are experiencing

simi lar symptoms then you are likely

ready to experience the relief and

healing.

How do I know that this is right
for me?
ln most cases if you have knee pain this is

a great solution. Will give you an honest

and fair evaluation of your par ticular

knee pain. To accommodate demand we

have opened our schedule  to the first 30

callers to receive a "no cost"

consultation.

NOW IS THE TIME TO TAKE BACK

CONTROL OF YOUR LIFE AND SAY

GOODBYE TO KNEE PAIN THE 
NON-SURCICAL WAY! CALL TODAY

FOR A NO COST CONSULTATION,

YOU HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE BUT

YOUR PAIN!

ATLANTIC KNEE RESTORATION
AND REGENERATIVE MEDICINE

1800 N Beauregard St Suite 101
Alexandria, VA 22311

·COVERED BY MOST INSURANCE COMPANIES  INCLUDING MEDICARE!

·TREATMENT IS SAFE, EFFECTIVE, AND REQUIRES  NO SURGERY.

·CALL TODAY  YOU HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE BUT YOUR PAIN!

LEARN MORE AT:  WWW.ATLANTICKNEERESTORATION.COM 703 854 1432

"NO COST TO YOU"
CONSULTATION

 

http://atlantickneerestoration.com/

